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DECORDEK is a soft and creamy plaster specifically studied to enable you to attain a wide range of original textured effects of exclusive, charming

appearance. This free-form, creative plaster can be applied either white or colored, to a thickness of up to 2-3 mm, using many different tools and techniques to

form attractive fantasy designs. The beauty of the finish is enhanced with one or more colored top coats of VELÉ, VELÉ Silver&Gold, SHADÉ or SOGNI SK as

pleased.

INTENDED USE
Any well treated, interior wall surface, either Gypsum plaster based or rendered masonry.

SURFACE TREATMENT
Ensure that the surface is clean and dry. If necessary, apply a coat of ADIFIX primer thinned as specified. According to the finish to be

applied, you may require a basecoat of FONDO UNIVERSALE either white or tinted and thinned with 10 to 15% water.

APPLICATION
Consult our “Show Effects” catalogue and the application DVD to see the many finishes you can create or you can also easily invent new personalized effects as pleased.

THINNING
Ready to use

AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
Spread rate: highly variable according to the chosen effect.

DRYING TIME AT 25° C
About 6 to 8 hours Recoat time: about 10 to 12 hours

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1600 ± 20 g/l

VISCOSITY
(Brookfield 20°C): 70.000 to 80.000 mPa.s

V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
Cat. L BA - Direttive 2004/42/CE - Val Max.: 200 g/l - Val Eff.: 32 g/l

Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty.  Adicolor reserves the right to

modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.


